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Commerce Manager Reconciliation Checklist
CMRC.FIN v2 11.29.2016
Signature
By signing below I verify that the Commerce Manager transactions for the site listed above have been appropriately managed and accurately reconciled with Banner.
Verification
2.  Printout of Credit Card Refund Transaction Detail
To reconcile additional payments received, please follow the Procedure for Handling and Recording Incoming Payments. 
 Retain 3 fiscal years from your most recent file for internal audit, external audit or public review.
Commerce Manager sites prior to July 1, 2014 are not subject to audit or review.
1.  Printout of original transaction from CM.
Record by hand writing and dating on the invalid transaction.
or
Include printout of follow-up valid transaction from CM.
2.  Document how the transaction was corrected.
3.  Verify transaction activity on Banner budget report.
3.  Verify transaction activity on Banner budget report.
1.  Include printout of any invalid transactions from CM.
Monthly Reconciliation Documentation
For assistance running the reports and documentation below, please see the Commerce Manager Reconciliation Quick Guide.
Reconciliation File Requirements
The CM Reconciliation File holds all information related to each month's transactions including invalid transaction and refund documentation. The file can be a manila folder per month, a notebook tabbed by month, or a hanging folder. The file must be shared with TESS, or those in the Accounting or Audit function upon request. 
CM Site Information
CM Reconciliation Checklist Purpose
This form is not required, however it may be utilized and retained to assist in completing accurate monthly site reconciliations.
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